
GHG Inventory Verification Process 

 

• Scope 1 Emissions 
o  Stationary Combustion: Binghamton University currently uses natural gas and wood 

chips for stationary combustion heating equipment (boilers). We log all utility and fuel 
bills on a monthly basis to keep track of the gas and wood usage. This information is 
entered into SIMAP for GHG emissions calculations. Below is an example of our monthly 
tracking sheet for one of the gas accounts. 

 

 

o Other Sources (Mobile Combustion, Fugitive / Process Emissions): Binghamton 
University does not own /operate mobile combustion units. Since our natural gas is 
delivered through campus-wide utility meters and distributed to individual buildings, all 
fugitive and process emissions are all accounted for through our utility billing above. 
 

• Scope 2 Emissions 
o Imported Electricity: Similar to the natural gas billing, we also keep track of all our 

electricity bills from the local utility company. The usage data from all electric accounts 
are summed on a monthly basis, and the annual total is entered into SIMAP for 
locational-based GHG emissions calculations. 

 



o Imported Thermal Energy: Binghamton University does not import any thermal 
energy from outside of the operational boundary. 
 

• Scope 3 Emissions: Binghamton University accounts for the following Scope 3 GHG emissions: 
o Business Travel: Air travel is tracked through ticket purchases. The departure / 

destination information is used to calculate emissions using available air travel 
emission calculations tools online. Other business travels are not currently captured 
in this report. 

o Commuting: Student, faculty and staff commute modal split was estimated based 
on a recent survey conducted by our Transportation and Parking Services 
Department (see OP-16). For SIMAP data entry, estimates were used in number of 
days / weeks of campus commute from each population group. Some reasonable 
assumptions were also made on commuting distance. Information gathering for this 
category has been challenging due to protection of privacy concerns. 

o Waste Generated in Operations: Binghamton University tracks our water 
consumption through municipal water bills. It is assumed that the waste water 
volume would be (largely) the same as water usage. Our solid waste disposal is 
tracked based on weighing the municipal waste on our truck scale for every pickup. 
All the information is then entered into SIMAP for related emissions calculations. 


